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ABSTRACT

Like the Borehole and Shaft plugging tests, the
Tunnel test gave evidence of the very effective
sealing power of Na bentonite. The test arrangement
consisted of a 9 m long 1.5 m diameter steel tube
surrounded by sand and cast in concrete plugs at
each end. These plags contained bentonite forming
"O-ring" sealings at the concrete/rock interface.
The test had the form of injecting water into the
sand and measuring the leakage that took place
through the adjacent rock and along the plug. It
was concluded that the drop in leakage from more
than 200 1/ our at 100 kPa water pressure early in
the test to 7 5 I/hour at 3 MPa pressure at the end
was due partly to the swelling pressure exerted by
the bentonite on the rock and by penetration of
bentonite into water-bearing rock fractures. The
major sealing process appears to be the establish-
ment of a very tight bentonite/rock interface.
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SUMMARY

The presently reported test is the last one in a
series of three field experiments with highlv
compacted bentonite as sealing component, the two
earlier tests being related to borehole and shaft
plugging. These experiments had already given
evidence of the very effective sealing power of Na
bentonite and the purpose of the Tunnel plugging
test was therefore mainly to find out whether it is
a practical technicme also on a large scale. Also,
the experiment involved exposure of the maturing
bentonite to verv high gradients with the aim to
determine the possible risk of erosion and washing
out of the clav.

The test arrangement consisted of a 9 m long and
1.5 m diameter steel tube surrounded by sand and
cast in concrete plugs at each end. These plugs
hosted bentonite blocks arranged in the form of "0-
ring" sealings at the rock/concrete interface. This
simulated a temporary sealing of a water-bearing
rock zone penetrated bv a tunnel in a repository,
allowing for transports through the plug construc-
tion while minimizing the water inflow into the
tunnel. The water pressure in the sand fill could
be raised to 3 MPa and the associated leakage was
accurately measured by flow meters and by collect-
ing water that leaked from the plug. The swelling
pressure exerted on the rock and on the sand fill
by the expanding bentonite was measured by Gloetzl
cells, and the deformation and displacement of the
plug components were recorded by use of extenso-
meters.

Predictions indicated that the leakage from the
plug construction would have been about 1000 I/hour
if no bentonite sealings had been applied, and that
these sealings would reduce the flow to 60-600
I/hour at 3 MPa water pressure at the end of the
test.

The leakage turned out to be about 200 I/hour at
the application of 100 kPa water pressure earlv in
the test but it dropped considerably in the course
of the test and became 75 I/hour at 3 MPa pressure
at the end of the about 20 months long test. Ouring
the 3 MPa pressure period, which lasted for about
10 months, the leakage dropped from about 200
I/hour to 75 I/hour and chis very significant re-
duction was found to be caused by three effects.
The major one was the establishment of a very tight
contact between the rock surface and the bentonite,
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while the flow-reducing influence of the swelling
pressure on certain rock fractures and the penetra-
tion of bentonite into fractures were less impor-
tant but still of some significance.



SCOPE OF TEST

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Long-lasting sealinq is required of boreholes and
shafts, which would otherwise serve as short-
circuits between the biosphere and deeply located
repositories. Drifts and tunnels for transportation
and deposition of high level waste canisters may
also reauire such sealings, which can suitably be
constructed in the way represented by the lower
bentonite plug that was investigated in the Shaft
Sealing Test (1). In addition to this type of long-
term plugging facilities, temporarv sealing is
required for those parts of tunnels and drifts
which intersect richly water-bearing rock zones. If
these are left open or become only partially sealed
they may cause considerable flooding problems by
letting much water in, and large, unwanted changes
in groundwater chemistry in the construction and
operative periods can also take place at these
stages since the hydraulic gradients are high. The
problem is to arrange the sealing so that the
radial inflow from the rock is eliminated while
still leaving a passage that is wide enough to
permit traffic etc through the sealed section. A
possible design principle would be that indicated
in ^ig 1-1, i.e. one with an inner casing of steel,
or possibly concrete, forming the reauired passage,
with its ends sealed off so that the clay seal is
confined laterally. Such an arrangement, termed
"tunnel plug" , was constructed and tested in
Stripa, a full report being given in this document.
The size of the plug was approximately 50 % of
those in real repositories, which makes the "Tunnel
Sealing Test" a practically oriented study of an
almost full-scaled plag version.

The sealing component of the tunnel plug was the
same as that used in the Borehole and Shaft
Plugging Tests, i.e. sodium-saturated dense
bentonite in the form of Wyoming "Volclay MX-80"
bentonite. Its mineral composition and basic
physical and rheological properties have been fully
described in earlier Stripa Project reports (2), to
which the reader is referred for detailed information,

As in the preceding Stripa sealing tests the
present studv involved application of the sealing
component in the form of relatively tightly
arranged dense blocks of bentonite. Such blocks can
be produced by compacting finely granulated Na



bentonite powder under high pressure. The bulk
density of such blocks will be 2.00-2.15 t/m3 if
the compaction pressure is in the range of 50-120
MPa. The water content of the blocks will be the
same as that of the powder, which is in turn
determined by the humidity of the atmosphere in
which it has been stored. Usually, the water
content is in the interval 8-15 %, which means that
the highly compacted blocks are water saturated to
a degree of at least 40-50 % from the start. The
huge swelling capacity of Na bentonite that is
associated with water uptake means that plugs that
are built U D to form stacks of discrete blocks will
become homogeneous and fill UD a confined space
completely after a sufficiently long time.

Figure 1-1. Schematic picture of tunnel plug. A)
Casing, B) Strongly water-bearing rock
zone, C) Dense bentonite



PLUGGING OPERATION AND FUNCTION OP THE APPLIED PLUG

In practice, the excavation of tunnels and drifts
in repositories will be preceded by pilot drilling
holes in the direction of the planned excavation,
by which strongly water-bearing rock structures can
be identified well in time to prepare for the
sealing operation. When approaching such struc-
tures it mav be suitable to grout the rock with
smectite clav, which is sufficiently flexible to
fill up fractures that may be widened as a conse-
quence of the altered stress conditions caused by
the excavation (Fig 1-2). This latter operation is
preferably made by full-face drilling or very care-
ful blastirg so that the cylindrical space is pro-
duced with minimum extension of the fissured zone
that is unavoidable when the latter technique is
applied.

After application of the casing, which must be
sufficiently long to extend into low-pervious rock,
bentonite blocks are inserted to fill the space
between the casing and the rock (Fig 1-3). Concrete
is finally cast at the ends of the casing to sup-
port the bentonite.

The function of such a plug is that the bentonite
between the casing and the rock eliminates axial
flow along the plug and exerts a swelling pressure
that will partly restore the initial rock stress
state, thereby tending to close some of the widened
fractures. It also feeds and thereby seals wide
fractures with expansive clay.
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Figure 1-2. Schematic stress-induced alteration of
fracture geometry, a) Initial pattern,
b) Altered geometry. Notice propaga-
tion and generation of subhorizontal
fractures at crown and base when the
primary horizontal stress is hir/h



Procedure:

Suitable posi-
tions of nlug
ends are select-
ed (fracture-
poor rock, A)

Bentonite
blocks, frag-
ments and powder
are aDplied
between casinq
and rock (rapid
swelling at the
water-bearing
zone)

Castinq of
concrete
support

Ultimate con-
dition with
matured bento-
nite

Figure 1-3. Axial section of tunnel illustrating a
oossible procedure in plugging tunnels
so that passage-through is allowed
for. A) Fracture-poor rock, R) Water-
bearing rock zone, C) Steel casing,
D) Rentonite E) Temporary steel form,
F) Concrete

1.3. SCOPE OF TESTING

In practice, tunnel plugs designed in the described
way will be exoosed to significant hydraulic gra-
dients soon after their application and one of the
initial objects was therefore to find a zone of
strongly water-bearing rock in Stripa where the
corresoondinq test conditions could be obtained. It
turned out, however, that structures of this sort



were not available and the test was therefore con-
ducted in tight rock where an artificial, richlv
water-bearing zone could be arranged around the
plug. This made it possible to control the water
pressure and accurately record the leakage, which
was the primary object of the test.

Although the suitability of Na bentonite as sealing
substance was known from preceding laboratory and
field tests, a number of fundamental questions
remained to be answered. Some of them can be recog-
nized from the Shaft Plugging Test, but since the
present study concerned sealing on a much larger
scale, they have quite different implications. The
questions are:

Is it practical to install plugs consisting of
blocks in a large tunnel with the typical
irregular rock surface shape that is caused by
normal blasting?

Is the general model of uniform water uptake
over the rock/clay interface that was derived
from the Buffer Mass Test valid also when there
is no thermal gradient?

Will the bentonite interact with the rock so
effectively that no preferential flow passages
are formed at their interface also when the
hydraulic gradient becomes very high soon after
the construction?

Will erosion take place and clay material be
transported away from the plug by water that
flows along it?

- There are at least two sealing effects that may
be induced by the bentonite but it is not known
whether they have any significant influence in
practice. They are:

* The swelling pressure tends to compress
fractures in the rock that are
subparallel to the tunnel

* Bentonite tends to penetrate rapidly and
deeply into fractures which are wider than
about 1 mm, by which they become sealed

In addition to these questions, which were all
answered by the test, there is also a major point
concerning the chemical longevity. This matter has
been dealt with in a number of earlier Stripa
Project reports (cf. I) and will not be considered
herf? since the sealing effect is primarily intended
to be of short duration.



DESCRIPTION OF TEST

2.1 GENERAL FEATURES

The test involved a construction phase, which
served to demonstrate the Dracticality of the
method of preparing and applying bentonite blocks
on a large scale, and a testing phase which
comprised measurement of the outflow of water from
a central sand-filled chamber located between two
ring-shaoed concrete plugs with bentonite as
sealing components. The plugs, which were united by
a central steel casing and a number of tie-rods,
confined the sand-filled, water saturated chamber
into which water was injected at pressures up to 3
MPa (Fig 2-1). The plugs were equipped with
pressure cells for recording the total pressures
(sum of swelling pressure and water pressure) at
the clay/rock, clay/sand, and clay/concrete
interfaces. Strong acrylate plastic tubes extended
through the plugs into the sand fill to make it
possible to identify the successive displacement of
the clay/sand interface caused by the expansion of
the dense bentonite. At the termination of the test
a very comprehensive clay sampling operation gave a
detailed picture of the water uptake, thus offering
a possibility of comparing the predicted water
absorption and the actual one.

2.2 SITB CHARACTERIZATION

2.2.1 Location

The test was conducted in a 35 m long drift with
about 11 m cross section, which was blasted in
March 1983 from the ramp leading down to the 410 m
level (Fig 2-2). The test drift is W/E-oriented and
located approximately on the 380 m level. It was
given a slight dip towards the ramp for drainaae
purposes.

The length of the drift was determined by the
requirement that the major part of the
approximately 9 m long plug should be located in
homogeneous, fracture-poor rock. This led to a
final length of the drift of about 35 m because it
was intersected by several diabase intrusions which
were assumed to have an imperfect contact with the
host rock. The test site war, found to be suitable
after making inflow tests in ?. 37 m long, centrally
located 0 76 mm pilot hole.



The shape and geometry of the blasted drift was
carefully determined by laser-based measuring tech-
niques so that accurate calculation of the volume
of the tested part of the drift could be made, and
so that a basis for detailed design of the plug
arrangement was obtained. A characteristic cross
section is shown in Fig 2-3.

figure 2-1. General view of the test arrangement
with the central steel casing and tie-
rods passing through the concrete
plugs with bentonite sealings (B) at
the ends, and the sand-filled chamber,
which simulates a richly water-bearing
rock zone
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Figure 2-2. Location of the Tunnel Plug Test in
relation to the Vertical Plug Test and
the Borehole Plugging Tests (DbH2 and
Ib and Ic)

SECTION 0/023.2S 1115m FROM INNER END)

Figure 2-3. Characteristic cross section of the
drift where the experiment took place
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2.3 ROCK CONDITIONS

2.3.1 Fracture characteristics, major structures

The core from the 0 76 mm pilot hole drilled axial-
ly through the center of the planned test drift
illustrated the general character of the rock at
the test site (Fig 2-4). The fracture log showed
the presence of a set of diabase intrusions and
rather wide pegmatite dikes, and these features
were essential for the location of the tunnel plug.
Thus, the granite/diabase contacts were assumed to
represent potential leaks of major importance and
so were the pegmatite dikes, which appeared to be
rather porous. In the excavated tunnel the contact
between the diabase dikes and the host rock appear-
ed to be relatively tight, with the possible excep-
tion of the inner, wide diabase structure, while
the pegmatite zones turned out to leak significant
amounts of water. Positions adjacent to the inner
diabase dike and the outer, largest pegmatite
structure were therefor'- selected as suitable posi-
tions of the plug units. in order to create condi-
tions for critical evaluation of the sealing abili-
ty of the bentonite.

The granite was of the type that is common in the
whole northern part of the mine, i.e. a relatively
fine-grained grey/reddish matrix with quartz,
microcline and plagioclase as major constituents,
and chlorite, muscovite, biotite and epidote as
accessory minerals.

The exposed rock at the plug site was mapped with
respect to the appearance of joints and fractures.
Their frequency was found to be low and their
apertures small indicating a characteristically
high quality of the granite and minimum damage by
the blasting. The major sets are the following:

- Strike N60° - N90°W, Dip 80° to the north
- Strike N20° - N40°E, Dip 80° to the east
- Strike N-S, Vertical

Fracture fillings are mainly calcite, chlorite and
quartz.

The tooography of the blasted rock surface became
very irregular, which is characteristic of homo-
geneous granitic rock with fractures of limited
extension. It was assumed and later confirmed by
coring that the blasting had caused considerable
disturbance in the form of a significantly
increased frequency of fissures and slightly
widened apertures of preexisting fractures in a
zone which is estimated to extend a few decimeters
from the rock surface (cf Fig 2-5).
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Figure 2-5. Schematic cross section of the drift
with estimated zone of disturbance by
blasting. A denotes theoretical
section, B the outer boundary of the
zone which is structurally affected by
the blasting

The previously mentioned diabase and pegmatic dikes
were assumed to represent potential leaching
structures of particular interest for the present
test and they were therefore carefully mapped. The
location of the tunnel plug was chosen so as to
interfere with the major pegmatite zone and the
inner diabase dike in the way shown in Figs 2-6 and
2-7.

2.3.2 Rock stresses

Rock stresses were not measured at this test site
but the rather large distance to neighboring drifts
and shafts would suggest that the local primary
stress field is not very different from the general
conditions in the granite mass of which the values
in the Buffer Mass Test area are taken to be
representative:

- Major principal stress oriented W/E, about 20
MPa

- Intermediate principal stress, oriented N/S,
about 10 MPa

- Minor principal stress, oriented vertically,
about 4 MPa
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Figure 2-6. Joints and fractures in the northern
wall (left) and the floor (right) of
the plugged part of the drift. Dark
areas represent diabase, dotted areas
are pegmatite. The finally selected
nos ition of the plug construction is
indicated
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Figure 2-7. Joints and fractures in the southern
wall of the plugged part of the drift
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It is probable, however, that the minor orincinal
stress is hiqher by at least 30-50 * because of the
significant distance to disturbing excavations and
because of the set of stiff, stress-absorbinq
diabase dikes. This yields a relatively isotrooic
stress field resulting in effective tanqential
compressive stresses on the order of 10-20 MPa at 1
to 2 meters distance from the rock surface at the
crown and floor of the tunnel. Closer to the free
surface of the tunnel the stresses are considerably
lower.

2.3.3 Hydrological conditions

The oiezometric head at the test site was estimated
at 1-1.5 MPa before the excavation started and
these initial pressure conditions were assumed to
be preserved at more than 3-5 m distance from the
tunnel periphery throughout the test. Within about
1 m distance the pressure had probably dropped to
less than 500 kPa before the test started, as
concluded from the B.iffer Mass Test and the DbH2
borehole sealing test (3).

Before decidinq the exact location of the tunnel
piuq components, a detailed fracture mapping was
made with special respect to the main water-bearing
structures, the result beinq shown in Pigs 2-8—2-
14. It was concluded that the major pegmatite zone
was the dominant pervious rock structure, but that
a relatively small number of discrete fractures did
also transfer much water into the tunnel. With the
location of the plugs indicated in the fracture
maps, strong leakaqe from the injection chamber was
expected to take place through the outer pegmatite
zone along the upner part of the outer plug, and
through the major fractures in the floor and walls
of the rock. Fig 2-15 gives a detailed picture of
the latter potential flow paths with the indicated
position of the outer olug. No strongly water-
bearing structures were identified at the inner
plug with the exception of the non-complete contact
between the inner diabase dike and the granite. At
least 70-80 % of the outflow from the injection
chamber was therefore assumed to take place at the
outer plug.
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Figure 2-8. The major potential seeping structures
were the coarse-grained pegmatite at
the outer end of the tunnel plug
(upper) and the diabase/granite
contact at the inner end
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Figure 2-9 Water-bearing rock structures of the
northern wall at the outer plug.
Dotted area is peqmatite. R denotes
position of bentonite sealing. C
denotes concrete part of the plug

figure 2—10. Water-bearing rock structures of the
southern wall at the outer plug.
Symbols same as in Fig 2-9
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Figure 2-11. Water-bearing rock structures of the
floor at the outer plug. Symbols same
as in Fig 2-9

Figure 2-12. Water-bearing rock structures of the
northern wall at the inner plug. Dark
area is diabase, other symbols being
those in Fig 2-9
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Figure 2-13. Water-bearing rock structures of the
southern wall, at the inner plu'T.
Symbols same as in Fig 2-12

Figure 2-14, Wator-bearing rock structures of the
floor at the inner plug. Symbols same
as in F'iq 2-12
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HCB

nr

Figure 2-15, Dominant water-bearing fractures at
the outer end of the tunnel plug, all
being steeply oriented. C represents
concrete, HCB highly compacted bento-
nite and T the steel casing. S is the
sand-filled injection chamber
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2.4 TEST ARRANGEMENT

2.4.1 General

The test required quite comprehensive construction
operations to arrive at the arrangement with two
1.5 m thick concrete plugs with bentonite blocks
inserted in recesses to form "O-ring" sealings, and
with the almost 10 tons heavy central steel casing
and the seven tie-rods that kept the nlugs together
(Fig 2-1). Like in the Buffer Mass Test, the tran-
sportation of building materials down in the mine
and from the main shaft to the test site required
careful planning and considerable time. However, no
significant delay was caused and no unforeseen
difficulties appeared. The construction part of the
test set-up took about one half year and, as had
been foreseen, required most of the budgeted money.
The involved activities are specified in Table 1-1.
A set of major drawings used in the construction
work are shown in Appendices 1-4.

Table 1-1. Major operations in the plug construction

Act Lvity Start End

Planning, design Nov 1982

Pilote drilling, inflow Feb 1983
measurements, location of nlugs

Blasting of drift Mar 1983

Form, reinforcement and casting Nov 1983
of inner wall

Form, reinforcement and casting Jan 1984
of outer wall

Construction of casing Dec 1983

Preparation of bentonite blocks Nov 1983

Sand filLing Mar 1984

l:st prestressing of tie-rods Apr 1984

2:nd prestressing of tie-rods Oct 1984

Feb 1983

Feb 1983

May 1983

Jan 1984

Feb 1984

Mar 1984

Mar 1984

Apr 1984

Apr 1984

Oct 1984

The water injection system had to be designed so
that the pressure could be controlled and kept
constant at any level up to 3 MPa, with a pump
capacity of at least 50 liters per minute and with
precision flow measurement facilities, since the
injection and flow measurement were the key
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operations that had to be very reliable, much
effort was put in selecting safe techniques and
durable components. The ones used in the tests
turned out to operate well and can be recommended
for this kind of test installations.

The cross section of the plug site was given asym-
metric shape (cf. Fig 2-3) to permit drainage from
the inner space during the sand-filling operation
in which much water was infiltrated. The drainage
had the form of a ditch that was discharged through
a pipe which passed through the outer plug and
which was equipped with a valve. During the test,
drainage of water from the saturated sandfill
through the tube was of course prevented.

The finally selected position and general features
of the plug construction are shown in Fig 2-16.

:••••. D ' : ' - V : / - : E V ' - : - . : : -

;' . V » . • '.•.•.• •.•••"•••

Figure 2-16, Layout of plug construction. A)
concrete plugs, B) bentonite blocks
placed in recesses, C) Steel casing,
D) Tie-rods, E) Sand-filled injection
chamber, F) Pipe gallery, G) Injected
water from pump installation
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2.4.2 Plug design and construction

The design of the steel components was based on the
assumption that the water pressure in the injection
chamber could be as high as 3 MPa in certain test
phases and that the expected swelling pressure
would rise to about 3 MPa in the approximately 20
months long testing period. This would yield
pressures producing a total axial force of about
7000 tons tending to separate the two plug members.

The applied statical operation principle was to
minimize the axial displacement of the concrete
plugs during the pressure build-up bv mobilizing
tension in the central casing and the tie-rods, so
that the rock contacting the concrete would not be
exposed to significant stress changes. This was
considered to be essential to the flow test because
large nlug movements would induce rock strain and
changes in fracture apertures which could alter the
hydraulic conductivity of the rock adjacent to the
plugs in a way that might mask the sealing effect
of the bentonite and be totally irrelevant to the
study. Relatively fixed plug positions were expect-
ed by orestressing tie-rods located in casings that
passed through the plugs and the sandfill.

The seven tie-rods consisted of 37 015 mm units
which were individually prestressed by a hydraulic
jack so that each tie-rod was loaded to 200 ton ten-
sion force in a first sequence and later to 450
tons. At the end of the first prestressing the water
pressure would only be 1 MPa and the swelling pres-
sure insignificant, meaning that the prestresslng
force would almost balance the expansive force caus-
ed by the water pressure. For the later part of the
test with fully developed internal pressure, it was
assumed that the steel casing would take the net
load of the prestressed tie-rods and the water and
swelling pressures,i.e. about 3850 tons. The calcu-
lated maximum axial deformation of the casing was
estimated at about f9 mm in the course of the test,
the nlus and minus signs referring to the contrac-
tion caused by the second prestressing, and to the
expansion caused by complete build-up of internal
pressures, respectively. Taking the strain to occur
symmetrically, the outer ends of the casing would
be displaced by f4.5 mm at maximum. This strain
represents the maximum possible displacement of the
concrete plugs provided that the plugs would behave
as perfectly rigid bodies with slip at the rock/
concrete interface. The expected shrinkage of the
hardening concrete was assumed to result in relati-
vely poor interaction between rock and concrete,
and thus in easy slip. Changes in axial loans of
the plug construction and associated strain were
therefore not assumed to affect the hydraulic con-
ductivity of the rock adjacent to the plug.
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Despite the fact that the compressive stress in the
steel rose to almost 150 MPa in certain test
phases, there was no risk of buckling of the casing
because of its insignificant excentricity.

It was essential to avoid leakage through the con-
crete and along the interface between the casing
and the concrete. The concrete, which had a cube
compressive strength of at least 40 MPa, was there-
fore heavily reinforced to make the plugs so strong
that significant fractures would not be produced
(cf. Fig 2-17), and the casing was equipped with
flanges extending into the concrete in order to
increase the flow path length and thereby to mini-
mize leakage along the steel/concrete interface.

The irregular rock surface made the form-work
difficult and tedious and the application of all
the extra components for testing purposes, like
tie-rod casings and observation tubes, made the
construction period much longer than under similar
conditions in a repository.

The large central casing, which had a thickness of
35 mm, was constructed down in the mine and applied
in one piece. Certain weldings were checked by X-
ray testing and appeared to be homogeneous. Late in
the test it turned out, however, that slight leak-
age took place through four of them.

The detailed design of the concrete and steel
components of the plugs was made by Jacobson &
Widmark, Luleå and Stockholm. The construction of
the steel units was made by Gävle Varv AB, Gävle,
while the construction and prestressing of the tie-
rods was made by Stabilator AB, Stockholm.

2.4.3 Bentonite sealing

Bentonite blocks with cubical shape and 200 mm side
length were applied to form a relatively tight
pattern in the recesses of the concrete plugs. This
space was design so as to give the bentonite annu-
lus a quadratic cross section with a side length of
0.5 m. Small bentonite fragments from crushed
blocks and bentonite powder were used to fill the
space between the regular sets of blocks and the
irregular rock surface. This led to local varia-
tions in homogeneity in the early part of the test,
as would also be characteristic of this kind of
plugs in real repositories with blasted tunnels.

The bentonite blocks were prepared from larger
units that were left over from the Buffer Mass
Test. They had been produced by compacting Volclav
MX-80 bentonite powder with an initial water con-
tent of 10-13 %, which yielded a bulk density of
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2.07-2.14 t/m . The blocks appeared to have re-
tained their physical state due to tightiv fitting
plastic covers but a slight reduction of the water
content down to about 8-9 % had taken place in a
few instances.

Figure 2-17. Photographs illustrating the rein-
forcement of the concrete plugs as it
appeared before the form was applied
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The total amount of bentonite blocks at the outer
plug was 5515 kg and 5710 kg at the inner plug,
while the amount of bentonite block fragments and
powder was 1140 kg at the outer and 1055 kg at the
inner plug. The total amount of bentonite was about
13400 kg.

It was estimated that the average net bulk density
after complete water saturation would be about 2.0
t/m in the larger part of the bentonite sealing.
This bulk density corresponds to a water content of
26 %.

2.4.4 Sandfill

Sand with a grain size ranging between 4 and 8 mm
was used to embed the injection pipe gallery (13965
kg), while the rest of the chamber was filled with
47800 kg sand with a grain sand of 0.6-2 mm. A 0.3
m thick filter consisting of a mixture of 78 weight
percent sand with a grain size of 0.6-2 mm and 22 %
finer than 0.6 mm with 0.2 mm as minimum diameter,
was applied between the bentonite and the sand fill
at the inner plug. This filter, which contained
3680 kg sand, was applied in order to investigate
whether the content of fines would prevent clay
particles from the bentonite to penetrate into the
sandfill.

The sand was applied layer-wise after flooding the
already applied material, so that the sand became
completely saturated. Light compaction was made of
the sand but due to practical difficulties in doing
so the average dry density could not be raised
above about 1.2 t/m , yielding a bulk density of
about 1.75 t/m after saturation.

The application of the uppermost part of the sand-
fill involved some foreseen practical difficulties.
Thus, this backfilling had to be made by one man
lying flat on the wet sand and putting chunks of
almost saturated sand to form slightly inclined
layers. Moving back to a small opening in the outer
wall, through which the sand had been brought in,
he had reasonable control of the degree of filling
up the space. The very last part was formed by
casting a plug of reinforced concrete through which
valve-equipped pipes passed for complete saturation
of this part of the backfill. By this procedure the
sand backfill could be almost completely saturated
and no significant air cushions were formed.

Figures 2-18—2-21 show characteristic sections
through the plugs and the injection chamber with
the casing for the tie-rods and the acrylate tubes
used for inspection of the displacement of the
bentonite/sand interface. The complex irregular
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shape of the recesses for tne bentonite was chosen
in order to get approximately the same net densitv
of the matured bentonite around the entire tunnel
periphery.

The detailed design including careful planning of
application of the bentonite and sand was made in
cooperation with Jacobson & Widmark, Luleå.
Gustavsson & Ericsson AB, Stora, was the
construction company.

2.4.5 Water injection system

Safely operating water injection and flow
measurement systems were of course essential to the
test and much effort was put in the design of
accurate pressure control facilities. Fig 2-22
shows the circuit diagram of the pump system. The
function was, in principle, that pressurized water
was pumped at a constant rate through the circuit
to whio.n the injection chamber was connected.
Thereby, J he excess water, i.e. the amount of water
that was . oc injected in the sandfil!, flowed
through the circuit and thereby cooled the pumps.
The pumps were fed with ordinary mine water that
was stored in a small concrete oool, the excess
water being discharged back to the pool, which was
continuously percolated by fresh mine water to keep
the temperature low and constant ( 10-12°C). In the
first stage of the test when pressures lower than
about 1 MPa were required, the tap water system of
the mine was used, ^ig 2-23 illustrates
the water injection system.

The pressure of the injected water was controlled
by a transducer-operated valve of type Micro Pak PN
250 (Nordiska Armaturfabriken, Stockholm), which
also recorded the pressure in digital form. A
precision manometer was used as a backup, the
current recording of the water pressure being
obtained through Gloetzl pressure cells which were
located in the sand fill (see below). The svstem
was programmed to log and store the recorded
pressure values at time intervals ranging from a
few hours to 1 day using the data acquisition
system that was established for the Buffer Mass
Test (BMT), (4).

The high pressure pumps were of type KSB MOVI v
32/6, driven by 11 kW IRC 160 M 380/660 V electric
engines. Thev had a capacits' of 1 liter per second
at 1.5 MPa differential pressure and 2910 r/m (C.A.
Mörck, Gothenburg).
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Figure 2-18. Actual shape of the cross section
through the bentonite (brickwork) at
the outer plug. T indicate the casings
of the tie-rods, while I represent the
plexiglass inspection tubes

Figure 2-19. Actual shape of the cross section
through the injection pipe gallery
with the coarse sand (A) surrounding
the pipes
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Figure 2-20. Actual, shape of the cross section
through the sand just outside the
inner plug

Figure 2-21. Actual shape of the cross section
throuqh the bentonite at the inner
plug
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COOLING
BASIN

DISCHARGE FUNNEL

D

Legend:

I, 2,
A
B
C
D

3 Pumps
Inlet from tap water system
Spillway
Inlet to pumps from cooling basin
Outlet to tunnel plug via pressure control
and flow recording units

x denotes valves

Figure 2-22. Pump circuit diagram
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Figure 2-23. Photograph of the pump installation.
The three pumps mounted with their
axes oriented vertically are located
in the center of the picture. In the
far back, the flow recordinq and pres-
sure control units are seen mounted on
the wall of the shed in which the
Gloetzl recording units were located
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2.4.6 Instrumentation

Flow recording

At injection pressures below 1 MPa in the initial
test phase when the flow was expected to be very
high, a simple turbine flow meter of type PN10 was
used (Nordiska Armaturfabriken, Stockholm). The
current recording of the flow of injected water at
high pressures was made by use of a precision
Fischer & Porter inductive flowmeter type 1001475
BCXC21SXAB. This gauge, which recorded the flow
with an accuracy of ±1 %, delivered an output
signal of 4-20 mA DC, which made it possible to use
the available BMT data acquisition system for regu-
lar, automatic measurement and plotting. Fig 2-24
shows the entire arrangement for pressure control
and recording of the flow of injected water.

An arrangement for measuring the outflow of water
at the ends of the plug was also made. For this
purpose, shallow excavations were blasted in the
tunnel floor immediately outside the concrete walls
and automatically operating pumps were applied for
collecting inflowing water. Naturally, this
arrangement could not catch all the water that
leached from the interior of the plug, nor did it
prevent water that could move in from other sources
from being recorded. Applying the philosophy that
most of the leaking water would follow the shortest
paths from the injection chamber along and around
the concrete units and consequently be collected
and pumped up, the measurements should give
approximately the same figure for the outflowing as
for the injected water. This also turned out to be
the case.

At the start of the test the intention was to
determine the flow from the injection chamber into
the tunnel immediately outside the plugs by apply-
ing the simple method of estimating flow of water
into tunnels that was tried in the Buffer Mass Test
and seemingly gave adequate results (6). It was
based on the use of commercial air-drying devices
of the simple water-collecting type which tend to
yield a constant value of the flux provided that
the hydraulic gradient of the inflowing water is
constant and can be measured or estimated. The
decision was to install units of this type in the
inner space and outside the outer end of the plug
construction. In order to create defined, closed
tunnel sections, a light wall was built a couple of
meters from the outer plug and the ends of the
central casing were sealed off to prevent air from
flowing through it. It would thereby be possible to
estimate how much of the injected water that passed
through the rock around the plugs into the isolated
sections of the drift. This was actual.lv done and
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measurements were made for a few weeks, but it was
then realized that the induced temperature in-
crease, i.e. from about 10-11°C to about 30°C,
caused expansion of the shallow rock by which the
fractures tended to be closed and the water outflow
from the injection chamber to be decreased. When
the driers were removed, the outflow increased
considerably indicating that this method of deter-
mining the leakage from the chamber could not be
applied.

N

LEGEND:

A From pumps
B Filter
C Pressure control PN 250
D Valves
E Turbine flow meter M 40750/30
F Inductive flow meter
G Safety valve (1.05 MPa)
H Flow meter PN 10
I Adjustable safety valve (1.5-3.0 MPa)
K Manometer
L Pressure transducer (control unit)
M Rack-valve
N Injection in pipe gallery
0 Overflow to pool

Figure 2-24. Diagram showing the pressure control
and flow recording units
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Swelling pressure recording

Gloetzl pressure cells of type B 15/25 QM 100 F
with pads and pressure tubings of stainless steel,
type Werkstoff 1.4571, with injection tubings of
the same material and return flow tubings of stiff
nylon, were u^ed for measuring the total pressures
(sum of water and swelling pressures). The same
recording equipment was used as in the Buffer Mass
Test, i.e. the pump and read-out units operated in
two different pressure intervals (0-4 MPa, and 0-16
MPa), and digital reading and printing was made at
programmed time intervals through the data acquisi-
tion system (2). As in the BMT the measuring opera-
tion was rather slow. Thus, the time for measuring
and recording was about 1-10 minutes for each indi-
vidual circuit.

The total number of cells was 46, the location
being shown in Figs 2-25—2-29 (cf. Fig 2-16). The
intention was to measure not only the pressure at
the sand/bentonite (section 0/0220 - and 0/02700)
and at the rock/bentonite interfaces (sections
0/02175 and 0/02725) but also to record the swell-
ing pressure transferred to the concrete (sections
0/02150 and 0/02750) as well as to the sand fill at
1.5 m distance (sections 0.02325 and 0/02575) from
the bentonite surface and at 2.75 m distance from
the sand/concrete interface (Central section
0/02450). Table 2-2 summarizes the location of the
cells, giving also the full identification codes
and the reference numbers used in the following
text. The table describes the location of the
respective cell as 1 o'clock, 2 o'clock etc, assum-
ing the sections to be viewed in the direction
towards the inner end of the drift.
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2SS000 01(7)
2SS000 02(8)

2SS000 03(9)
2SSO00 04(10)

2SS000 05(11)

2SS000 07(13)

2SSO0O 06(12)

2SS000 08(14;

Figure 2-25. Location of Gloetzl cells Ref no 7-14
(total pressure) at the rock/bentonite
contact of the outer plug (section
0/02175). T denotes casing for the tub-
ings leading to the logging units out-
side the plug
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I3XS00003149)
3SS00005I19)

Figure 2-26. Location of Gloetzl cells Ref no 15-
20 (total pressure) at sand/bentonite
interface (section 0/02200). Also, the
positions of piezometers Ref no 47-50
are given (section 0/02325)
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Figure 2-27. Gloetzl cells Ref no 21-26 (total
pressure) in the sand, (section
0/02450)
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5SS00005(31) /^Å 5SS00006I32)
5X500003(53) \LJj 5XS0OO0M54)

Figure 2-28. Location Gloetzl cells Ref no 27-32
(total pressure) at the sand/bentcnite
interface (section 0/02700). The
positions of piezometers Ref no 51-54
are also given (section 0/02575)
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6SS000 01(33) 6SS00O 02(34)

6SS000 05(37)

5SS000 07(39)

6SSO00 04(36)

6SS000 06(38)

6SS000 08(40)

Fiqure 2-29. Location of Gloetzl cells Ref no 33-
40 (total pressure) at the rock/bento-
nite contact of the inner plug (sec-
tion 0/02725)
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Table 2-2. Gloetzl pressure cells. Section Code Ref no.
Pressure 0/0215

Section

0/02150,
0/02150,
0/02150,
0/02150,
0/02150,
0/02150,

0/02175,
0/02175,
0/02175
0/02175
0/02175
0/02175
0/02175
0/02175

0/02200
0/02200
0/02200
0/02200
0/02200
0/02200

0/02700
0/02700
0/02700
0/02700
0/02700
0/02700

0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725

0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725
0/02725

10
2
9
3
7
5

11
1
10
2
9
3
7
5

10
2
9
3
7
5

10
2
9
3
7
5

10
2
9
3
7
5

11
1
10
2
9
3
7
5

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

Code

1SS00001
1SS00002
1SS00003
1SS00004
1SS00005
1SS00006

2SS00001
2SS00002
2SS00003
2SS00004
2SS00005
2SS00006
2SS00007
2SS00008

3SS00001
3SS00002
3SS00003
3SS00004
3SS00005
3SS00006

4SS00001
4SS00002
4SS00003
4SS00004
4SS00005
4SS00006

5SS00001
5SS00002
5SS00003
5SS00004
5SS00005
5SS00006

6SS00001
6SS00002
6SS00003
6SS00004
6SS00005
6SS00006
6SS00007
6SS00008

Ref
no

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Medium

Coner/bent
n
it

n

n

n

Rock/bent
n

n

n
it

n

n

Sand/bent
n

n

•t

n

n

Sand
n

it

n

n

n

Sand/bent
tt

n
it

n
it

Rock/bent
it

n
it

•i

ft

it

it

Rock struct
type

Pegmatite
Fract-poor
Pegmatite
Pegmatite
Fract rock
Fract-poor
Fractured
Fractured

Fract-poor
n

Fractured
n
it

Fract-poor
Fractured
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Cont Table 2-2.

Section

0/02750
0/02750
0/02750
0/02750
0/02750
0/02750

10
2
9
3
7
5

o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock
o'clock

Code

7SS00001
7SS00002
7SS00003
7SS00004
7SS00005
7SS00006

Ref
no

41
42
43
44
45
46

Medium

Concr/bent
n

n
••

it

ii

Rock struct
type

Pore pressure recording

Eight oil-operated Gloetzl cells of stainless
steel, type P4 SF40, were installed in the sand to
measure the porewater pressure. The pressure inter-
val for which these gauges had tJ be designed was
0-4 MPa but the low range 0-0.1 t*Pa, which pre-
vailed in the first phase of pressurizing, was of
primary interest. This was because it was assumed
that incomplete saturation of the sandfill would
be revealed by irregular pressure recordings. No
such indications were obtained, however. The pore
pressure gauges termed 47-54 were placed in two of
the planes in the sand backfill that contained
total pressure cells, i.e. Sections 0/02325 and
0/02575 (cf. Pigs 2-26 and 2-28).

Measurements of the displacement of the bentonite/
sand interface

The water uptake by the highly compacted bentonite
from the pressurized sandfill was expected to yield
fast saturation of the bentonite close to the sand
interface. This would in turn yield displacement of
this interface which was found to be difficult to
measure by remote techniques. The rate as well as
the amount of movement were instead observed
directly in plexiglass tubes (Texoton Co, Mölndal,
Sweden) with an inner diameter of 60 mm and a wall
thickness of 6 mm. The displacements could be
directly viewed by use of ordinary borehole optics
and TV inspection equipments. The tubes were locat-
ed in steel casings equipped with flanges through
the concrete walls (cf. Fig 2-30), and tight seal-
ing between them was obtained using Tremco Dymeric
two-component epoxy seal (Göta Kemi, Gothenburg,
Sweden). Sealings were also applied in the joints
between the outer casing components.

All components turned out to be perfectly tight but
some of the plexiglass tubes were fractured by
tension in the portion that was located in the
bentonite. The tubes were designed to resist com-
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pressive pressures of 8 MPa and the failure was
probably caused by the complex stress situation of
axial tension and radial compression caused by the
expanding bentonite.

A Epoxy seal D Flange G Bentonite
B Rubber seal E Steel casing (0 .=102 mm) H Sand
C Lid F Plexiglass tube $r =72 mm) I Concrete

Figure 2-30. Steel casings with inspection tubes
consisting of plexiglass extending
through the concrete and bentonite
into the sand. The lids were in posi-
tion except at the inspections in
order to eliminate the risk of leakage
in case of breakage of the plexiglass
tubes. The photograph shows one of the
tubes as it appeared at the excavation
after terminating the test
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Extensometers for recording rock and plug strain

Although it was assumed that only moderate stresses
would be transferred to the rock by pressure
changes in the injection chamber, extensometers
were installed to measure the axial strain of the
casing and the displacement of the two concrete
walls. For the latter purpose bolts were inserted
in the concrete and in the rock about 1 m from the
concrete plugs. The rock bolts, of which there were
four in the southern and northern walls at each plug
end, were taken to represent fixed points and the
change in distance to the bolts in the concrete
was therefore assumed to represent displacement
of the concrete walls. The measurement was made
with an accuracy of 0.01 mm by using an adjustable
micrometer (CE Johansson, Eskilstuna,). This
tool was used also for measuring the change in
diameter of the casing.

2.4.7 Test program

The test was planned to comprise a stepwise in-
crease in water pressure with concomitant measure-
ment of the leakage from the injection chamber. The
selection of pressure increments aimed at simulat-
ing the pressure build-up around a plugged tunnel
section in a real repository. The experience is
that it takes a considerable time for the piezo-
metric heads to be re-established in the vicinity
of tunnels and shafts that are sealed and for the
present test 1 month was taken to be relevant for
the first 0.5 MPa pressure interval. Another 3-4
months would probably be required under real condi-
tions to reach about 1 MPa pressure, which was also
the approximate period of time that passed from the
start of the test to the onset of this pressure.
Further steps were 2 and 3 MPa, which were applied
relatively rapidly. The maximum pressure was set at
3 MPa and it was planned to be maintained for at
least half a year in order to determine whether the
sealing effect of the bentonite would also remain
constant or be increased.

The swelling pressure developed by the bentonite
was also planned to be measured, the rock/bentonite
pressure being of major interest since it was
expected to be a determinant of the rock-sealing
effect of the bentonite. Recording of the rate of
displacement of the sand/bentonite interface was
considered to be of importance because it would
offer a possibility of verifying an earlier
developed physical model for expansion of uncon-
fined bentonite. In connection with this process
the possible penetration of clay into the voids of
the sand backfill was of interest as well.
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At the end of the test, the casing was to be cut
open and the larger part of the sand excavated for
a detailed study of the distribution of water in
the bentonite, with special respect to the condi-
tions at the pressure cells. This was expected to
reveal how uniformly water was absorbed by the
bentonite and to make it possible to relate the
recorded swelling pressures to the degree of satu-
ration. Also, the excavation was assumed to give
evidence of how completely the sand had filled the
injection chamber.

This initial general plan could be pursued and a
test sequence was also added to check the hypo-
thesis that pump power breakdowns had caused plug
movements and associated temporary changes in leak-
age. This was investigated by lowering and increas-
ing the injection pressure a few times at the end
of the test.

The various activities are summarized in Table 2-3,

Table 2-3. Test program in condensed form

Item

1st Prestress. of tie-rods
Injection step
n

if

n

2nd Prestress. of tie-rods
Injection step
it

Inj pressure release

Injection step

ii

Inj pressure release

Injection step
•i

•i

Inj pressure release

Unloading of tie-rods

Excavation

Value etc

200
100
200
500
750

450
2.0
3.0

250

1.0
2.0
3.0

250

1.0
2.0
3.0

250

t/tie-rod
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa

t/tie-rod
MPa
MPa

kPa

MPa
MPa
MPa

kPa

MPa
MPa
MPa

kPa

Period

Apr
Apr
Apr
Mav
May

Oct
Oct
Nov
Aug
Aug

Sep
Sep
Oct

Oct

Nov
Nov
Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

10-15,
15-May
15-31,
31-Aug

15,

15,

20-Nov 5,
5 1984 —
31
31-Sep 10,

10-20,
20-Oct
1-15,

15-Nov

1-10,
10-Nov
20-Dec

1-31,

10-30,

10-Apr

1,

lr

20,
1,

30,

1984
1984
1984
1984
1984

1984
1984

1985
1985

1985
1985
1985

1985

1985
1985
1985

1985

1986

1986
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TEST RESULTS

3.1 PREDICTIONS

3.1.1 Leakage

When the present test was planned, the Buffer Mass
Test and the Borehole and Shaft Plugging Tests had
not been evaluated yet, and predictions of the
sealing function of the Tunnel Plug were therefore
based on a simplified model of water flowing from
the injection chamber through the fractured rock
around the perimeter, the permeability of this rock
zone being affected by the pressure exerted by the
adjacent bentonite and by clay penetration into
open fractures. The percolated rock zone was taken
to extend to 1 m distance from the perimeter and to
have an average hydraulic conductivity of 10" -10~
m/s. For injection pressures up to 1 MPa no outflow
through the rock was assumed to take place accord-
ing to this model since the existing piezometric
head in the rock was assumed to be on the same
order. At higher pressures the outflow was estimat-
ed to be 50-500 I/hour at 2 MPa and 100-1000 I/hour
at 3 MPa, i.e. at 1 and 2 MPa overpressure, respec-
tively. Based on qualitative reasonings it was
estimated that about 50 % of the leakage would take
place through the major, steeply oriented fracture
sets in the floor and in the southern wall at the
outer end of the plug (cf. Fig 2-15), while the
rest would be equally distributed through the peg-
matite zone at the outer end of the plug and at the
inner diabase dike as well as to various anonymous
fractures. A rough guess was that 80-90 % of the
leakage would take place at the outer plug end.

As to possible leakage through the bentonite it was
believed that once this material had become satu-
rated to within a few centimeters from the rock
surface, thereby forming a tight contact with the
rock, it would let no water through. Based on the
experience from laboratory tests, it was assumed
that such a matured contact would be fully deve-
loped a few days after the onset of the test.
However, considerable leakage, possibly in conjunc-
tion with piping and washing out of bentonite
through the joint at the concrete/rock interface,
was predicted for the first 2-3 days after the
first pressure step-up, i.e. when 100 kPa injection
pressure was applied.
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The successive saturation of a larger part of the
bentonite was expected to yield a swelling pressure
that was assumed to compress those fractures that
are oriented more or less parallel to the plug
axis. The major, potential water-bearing steep
fractures in the tunnel floor and the pegmatite
zone would not be affected by this, while a number
of oblique fractures in the walls at the outer plug
end would get their apertures reduced. To that
comes the effect of bentonite penetrating into
fractures that transport water along the bentonite/
rock interface, and these two sealing effects were
estimated to bring down the leakage through the
rock significantly. Thus, at 3 MPa injection pres-
sure, the assumed initial 100-1000 I/hour flow was
assumed to be reduced by about 20-40 % after 1
year, the rate of the reduction being very much
dependent on the saturation rate as described be-
low. The minimum estimated leakage at the end of
the 3 MPa pressure period was 60 I/hour, while the
maximum was about 800 I/hour. Some intermediate
value would be most probable as concluded from
various sources.

3.1.2 Build-up of swelling pressures

The model applied for estimating the rate of
saturation, and thereby the rate of build-up of
swelling pressures, was based on a laboratory-
derived law for water uptake in confined highly
compacted bentonite specimens (5):

where w = water content
t = time
D = "diffusion coefficient", the value of

which can be set at 4x10 m /s (1)

It was assumed that no expansion takes place (x=o
in Fig 3-1), which is plausible for early wetting
stages and particularly acceptable when considering
the inner part of the bentonite body. Here, water
uptake stems from the rock/bentonite interface and
the homogenization of the bentonite takes place
under almost constant volume conditions. Here is
actually also the part of the bentonite where the
fracture-influencing swelling pressure would be
produced. Eq. (1) and simple 2 D FEM technique
(FEMTEMP/ Chalmers University of Technology,
Gothenburg) were applied in the calculations,
taking the initial water content as 10 % and that
at complete saturation as 20 %. Three wetting
stages representing about 4, 11 and 20 month after
onset of the test are shown in Fig 3-2, The
boundary conditions with respect to the access to
water were that surfaces A-B and B-C were taken to
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be impermeable, while the rock/bentonite and sand/
bentonite interfaces represented boundaries with
unlimited access to water.

The calculations demonstrated that the bentonite
was not going to be completely or even largely
saturated in the planned, approximately 20 months
long test (Dec 1985 in Fig 3-2) except for an
approximately 5 cm wide boundary zone at the wet
interfaces. Applying the principle that the swell-
ing pressure is directly proportional to the aver-
age degree of saturation (6), the average swelling
pressure at the rock/ bentonite interface was esti-
mated for three wetting stages. The calculations
were based on the swelling pressure 14 MFa at
complete saturation and this yielded the maximum
values given in Table 3-1. Assuming the initially
incomplete contact between the individual blocks to
cause a substantial delay in the pressure build-up
it was estimated that the pressures would only rise
to about 50 % of the theoretically deduced values.
These reduced values are also given in Table 3-1,
the predicted pressures being assumed to fall in
between these extremities.

Q5m
BENTONITE

Figure 3-1. Geometry of the bentonite/concrete
sealing
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Table 3-1. Prediction of swelling pressures

Time after onset
of first water
injection,
months

Expected swelling pressure at
the rosk/bentonite interface,

MPa
Maximum Minimum

5
15
20

4
6
7

2
3
3 .5

'.'••/:'.'• SANO r t l l .

'•/'••;. SAND PILL

20'/.:

TP
DECEMBER »85

Figure 3-2. Three wetting stages of the bentonite
assuming that no expansion takes place
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The pressure at the sand/bentonite interface was
expected to increase very slowly because of the
compressibility of the sand, particularly in the
upper part of the tunnel where the sand was known
to have a low bulk density. Here, the swelling
pressure was not expected to exceed about 100 kPa
in the first 15-20 months, assuming isotropic con-
ditions to prevail. The rate of water uptake at the
sand boundary and the associated expansion of the
bentonite is discussed in the subsequent chapter.

3.1.3 Displacement of the sand/bentonite interface

The displacement of the sand/bentonite interface
was assumed to be developed without any significant
increase in contact pressure because of the high
compressibility of the sand. Thus, the pressure was
expected to be approximately 100 kPa in the upper
part of the tunnel and possibly twice as much in
the lower part during the major part of the test.

The displacement was calculated stepwise, the first
increment yielding such an expansion of a boundary
element that its bulk density corresponds to a
swelling pressure of 100 kPa. The next step implied
expansion of a second, neighboring element with the
same initial thickness as the first one so that it
would get the same bulk density, etc. The average
flow path length for water migrating from the
successively displaced sand/bentonite interface to
the inner, expanding element is accordingly in-
creased and the swelling process therefore retard-
ed. The calculation was thus almost identical to
the procedure applied for estimating the rate of
clay penetration into rock fractures from deposi-
tion holes with highly compacted bentonite (1). The
time t for expansion of each element is defined as:

H2

t = TT7T (2)

where H = total lateral extension of the expanded
zone

k = average hydraulic conductivity of the
expanded zone and the nonexpanded clay

u = negative pore pressure = I p ' , where p .=
swelling pressure

The predicted rate of displacement of the sand/
bentonite interface is shown in Fig 3-3. We see
that the expansion of the bentonite was estimated
to be about 10 cm in the upper part of the tunnel
at the end of the test. The corresponding value
would be slightly lower in the lower part because
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of the higher density and thereby lower compressi-
bility of the sand.

cm

R

12

10

8

2

0
5 10 50 100

todays
500 1000

Figure 3-3. Calculated displacement of the sand/
bentonite interface in the upper part
of the tunnel



3.2 RECORDINGS

3.2.1 Construction work

As in the Borehole and Shaft Plugging Tests, the
need for comprehensive instrumentation and special
arrangements like the tie-rods, caused a much longer
construction time than would be required under real
repository conditions. The difference would be
particularly obvious in full-face drilled shafts
and tunnels in which a minimum of welding and form-
work would be required on site. Under such circum-
stances the total construction time of a 10 m long
plug of the type shown in Fig 1-1 would not be more
than a few weeks. It should be pointed out that
tie-rods are not required in practice since the
pressure conditions will be quite different from
those in the present test (cf. Fig 1-3).

While the initial plan was to let water spray from
the injection pipe gallery when applying the bento-
nite blocks, in order to check the practicality of
the whole operation, it was abandoned because it
would create extremely uncomfortable conditions
that were actually not relevant to the construction
of a real plug.

The experience from the construction of the plug
was that no real problems appeared and that this
type of effective sealings can be produced by
ordinary construction companies.

3.2.2 Sealing effect

3.2.2.1 Flow recording

The pressure-related decrease in water flux from
the injection chamber was the onlv relevant parame-
ter in evaluating the sealing effect of the bento-
nite. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, consi-
derable leakage was expected to take place throuqh
the rock outside the radius of action that the
bentonite was assumed to have on the rock, and the
change in leakage at different time intervals after
each pressure increase was taken as a true measure
of the sealing power of the bentonite.

The most accurate value of the water flux was
obtained through the flow meters which recorded the
amount of injected water into the sand-filled
chamber. Fig 3-4 shows the flux as a function of
time, and it demonstrates several major phenomena:
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10 12 14 IG 18 20 22 24
0
0 2

Figure 3-4. Flux of injected water. Zero time in
this diagram and in those of Figs 3-6
to 3-9 represents mid April 1984, i.e.
when the first prestressing took place
(I). II represents the second pre-
stressing

At each pressure step a high peak value was
obtained indicating rapid temporary inflow. The
major reason for this is concluded to be
compression of air-containing pores in the sand
at the first pressure steps, and penetration of
water into fractures that were expanded by the
injection pressure when it reached higher
values. At the lowest pressure steps strong
leakage took place at the rock/bentonite
interface for about 1 day.

The flux tended to stabilize at values that were
approximately proportional to the pressure up to
1.25 MPa, while it increased considerably at
higher pressures. This suggests that the natural
piezometric head at the rock/sandfill interface
was on the order of 1-1.5 MPa.

At the highest pressure, the flux tended to drop
at a decreased rate from 200 I/hour to about 75
I/hour in the course of the test, and the larger
part of this reduction is concluded to be caused
by various sealing effects of the bentonite.
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* During the 10 months long, 3 MPa pressure period
four major irregularities appeared in the form
of temporary peak values. Tt was suspected that
these were caused by short pump power breakdowns
that caused a pressure drop and shortening of
the plug with concomitant displacement of the
rock at the rock/concrete interface and thereby
induced alteration of fracture apertures. To
check this hypothesis the pressure was delibe-
ratly dropped to 250 kPa in two sequences as
shown in Fig 3-4. Therebv, the typical flow
disturbances appeared, which thus supports the
idea that rock deformation, caused by power
breakdowns, produced the peaks.

* At the application of the 0.75 MPa injection
pressure early in the test, the water flux be-
came about 15 I/hour and then dropped to about
half this figure in 2-3 weeks. During this
period the air-drying units were in operation to
determine the flow from the rock immediately
outside the plug construction. This operation
raised the air temperature to about 30°C which
must have reduced the aperture of all fractures
that were exposed at the rock surface.
Accordingly, when these devices were removed,
the flow increased to 20-25 I/hour in a few
days.

The water collected outside the two ends of the
plug construction gave a flux pattern that is illu-
strated by Fig 3-5 for the first 10 months. The
diagram shows a striking similarity between the
injected and collected amounts of water, which thus
demonstrates that the outflow from the injection
chamber mainly took place through the rock immedia-
tely outside the plug ends. The collection of out-
flowing water gave a possibility of determining how
much of it that originated from the inner end. It
turned out to be between 5 and 10 % throughout the
test.

3.2.2.2 Direct observations

Immediately after finishing the plug construction
the water pressure was raised to 100 kPa and strong
leakage was observed at the rock/concrete interface
all around the outer and inner plug ends. Air
bubbles were seen in the leaking water in the first
days, indicating that some air was contained in the
upper part of the sand fill. A number of water
samples were taken for investigating whether it
contained clay eroded from the bentonite but there
was no sign of clay.

It appeared that most of the visible flow from the
rock initially came from the pegmatite zone just
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above the outer plug and from a few steeply orient-
ed fractures in the walls adjacent to this plug.
These outflows decreased very much in the course of
the test.

No outflow from the rock in the form of dripping
etc could be seen after about 1 month at the inner
plug.

200

10

Figure 3-5. Recorded flow of injected water (a) and
collected water (b)

3.2.2.3 Conclusions

A major conclusion is that the drop in leakage by
60 % that took place in the about 10 months long
test period at maximum pressure, largely exceeded
the expected reduction. The observation that the
outflow decreased very much from the pegmatite zone
and the steep fractures in the rock walls agrees
with the prediction that the bentonite would be
able to seal them effectively. Since its sealing
power was expected to be insignificant in the steep
fractures in the floor, it is concluded that the
major part of the leakage took place through the
last-mentioned passages in the late part of the
test (Fig 2-15).

An additional conclusion is that while the bento-
nite sealing strongly reduced the leakage in the
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course of the test, water rapidly passed through
the joint between bentonite and rock for a few
hours at the first pressure steps. The fact that no
clay was washed out suggests that the bentonite
initially formed a coherent but non-homogeneous
clay gel at the rock/bentonite interface and that
this gel soon became consolidated and integrated in
the expanding clay mass. One possible sealing
mechanism may have been that eroded clay aggregates
from this gel were forced into the joint between
the rock and the concrete and sealed this space.

A third conclusion is that a concrete plug
construction with no bentonite sealings would have
continued to leak at a rate indicated by the flow
peak at the first water injection steps. At a
pressure of 3 MPa the estimated leakage would have
been more than 1000 I/hour.

3.2.3 Axial deformation of the plug construction

3.2.3.1 Measurement of displacements of the concrete plugs

The diagrams in Figs 3-6 and 3-7 show the measured
displacements of the outer and inner ends of the
plug construction. Both indicate the importance of
the prestressing of the tie-rods and of the
increased injection pressure although it is clear
that the displacements were very small. The first
prestressing caused an inward displacement of the
outer olug end by about 0.75 mm from the initial
position represented by the 0-value. One of the
points (No 1) indicated less displacement than the
others (Nos 2, 3 and 4) and, thus, torsion of the
plug, but after the second pre.stressing almost
uniform strain and straightening of the plug was
developed. It is seen that the water pressure in-
crease from 100 kPa to 0.75 MPa moved the outer
plug out again by about 0.25 mm but it then return-
ed to almost the same position as after the first
tie-rod prestressing even when the water pressure
had been raised to 1.25 MPa. The pressure incremen*-
from 2 to 3 MPa did not cause any noticeable dis-
placement. An interesting fact is that the three
pressure drops at about 18 and 19 months after test
start moved the "movable corner" of the outer plug
inwards by 0.25 mm, from the apparent equilibrium
position that it had reached. The rest of the plug
reacted much less, i.e. by about 0.1 mm.

Fig 3-7 shows that the inner plug moved towards the
sandfill in approximately the same way as the outer
one, but we see that the upper end of the plug was
displaced significantly more than the lower. We
also see a clear tendency of the upper end to be
moved inwards by time at the highest water
pressure.
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Figure 3-6. Displacement of the outer plug end.
Plus sign indicates movement towards
the inner plug. In the upper right
figure the plug is viewed from the
outer end of the drift

.75
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NRTER
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Figure 3-7. Displacement of th>3 inner plug end.
Plus sign indicates movement towards
the outer plug. In the upper right
figure the plug is viewed from the
outer end of the drift
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3.2.3.2 Deformation of the central casing

The extensometer measurements in the course of the
test did not give a clear picture of the stress
distribution in the plug construction. However, as
shown by the diagram in Fig 3-8, some major fea-
tures can be seen. Thus, the first prestressing
caused an immediate shortening of the casing by
about 0.5 mm and a further, delayed contraction by
the same amount despite the successive increase in
water pressure. The application of 0.75 MPa water
pressure produced expansion to almost the initial
length, while the second prestressing caused a
shortening that was smaller than the first, probab-
lv due to the relatively high water pressure. The
high water pressure steps 2 and 3 MPa brought it
back again to nearly the same length and stress
state as it had before the second prestressing. The
series of cyclic changes in water pressure from 3
MPa to 250 kPa at the end of the test caused a
corresponding change in length by about 0.4 mm. An
interesting fact is that an abrupt expansion of the
casing took place after about 15 months. It illu-
strates the complex force interaction between the
plug components and does not seem to be related to
a displacement of the concrete plugs relative to
the rock.
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ig 3-8. Axial deformation of the steel casing.
+ indicates expansion, - contraction
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3.2.3.3 Conclusions

The measured displacements of the plug units were
very much smaller than the expected ones, which
clearly demonstrates that the rock interacted
strongly with the plug. Thus, a large part of the
loads induced by prestressing and water pressuri-
zing must have been carried by the rock, which
means that the predicted slip along the rock/plug
interface was incorrect. The major reason for the
good interaction is probably that the bentonite had
formed an effective and tight contact with the
rock, which would imply that it had maturated and
filled up the recesses more rapidly than predicted.

The transfer of axial forces to the rock, which was
very much feared in the planning of the test, did
not have any significant effect on the leakage,
except for a short period after the large drops in
water pressure. At these instances the plugs moved
0.1-0.3 mm and if they interacted perfectly with
the rock, the total rock deformation close to the
plugs must have been on the same order of magni-
tude. This would have induced a change in fracture
apertures that may well have caused the temporary,
moderate increase in flow that was associated with
the pressure changes.

The interaction between the various plug components
and the rock appears to be very complex and largely
determined bv creep effects in the concrete.

3.2.4 Swelling pressure determinations

3.2.4.1 Measurements

The Gloetzl cells recorded the total pressure,
which appeared to be built-up rather irregularly
both with respect to time and location. A major
problem was caused by compression of the return
tubings at high water and swelling pressures.
Reliable values were therefore not obtained at
later stages in all cells. Fig 3-9 demonstrates
that the pressures tended to reach a maximum at the
end of the test period, but that large differences
prevailed. This diagram also shows that the drop in
injection pressure from 3 MPa to 250 kPa gave a
drop in total pressure of 2.75 MPa which certifies
that the swelling pressure is the difference
between total pressure and pore pressure.

The evaluated swelling pressures are given in Table
3-3, the reference numbers being those used in
Table 2-2, which specifies the location of the
cells.
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Table 3-3 does not comprise pressures recorded at
the concrete/bentonite interface since they showed
large anomalies. A few valuable observations were
made, however, the major one being that 10 out of
12 of the cells did not react when the water pres-
sure was increased to 1 MPa and that 5 showed
pressures lower than the applied water pressure
throughout the test. This shows that the bentonite
block system, which must have been exposed to this
pressure had not established a uniform contact with
the concrete and cells due to largely incomplete
saturation even at the end of the test. Swelling
pressures, some of them clearly erroneous, were
only exhibited by 4 cells in the later part of the
test, the maximum value being estimated at about 1
MPa.

Table 3-3. Evaluated swelling pressures in MPa

RemarkCell,

Ref no

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Time

5

1.4
0
1.0
0.9
1.9
0.9
1.7
0.8

0
0
0.2
0.1
0
0.2

0
0
0.1
0.1
0
0

0
0
1.0
0.2
1.4
0
0.2
0

after test
months

10

1.8
0
0.8
1.5
2.8
2.3
1.7
0.6

0
0
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2

0
0
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

0
0
1.6
0.6
3.8
2.8
3.0
1.0

15

2.0
1.0
1.2
_
3.7
3.8
2.2
1.2

0.1
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.5
2.5
1.3
4.2
5.1
4.5
2.2

start.

20

_
—
_
—
—
_
-

0.1
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.3

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3

2.0
0.8
3.0
2.1
3.9
5.1
5.2
4.7

Rock/bentonite

Sand/bentonite

Sand/bentonite

Rock/bentonite
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Figure 3-9. Recorded total pressures along the
rock/bentonite interface at the inner
plug

We see that the swelling pressure at the
rock/bentonite interface ranged between 0.8 and 5.2
MPa at the end of the test, while the pressure at
the sand/bentonite contact was substantially lower.
No reliable pressure values were obtained from
cells with reference numbers 7-14 after 20 months
because of deformation and plugging of the return
tubings.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the
measurements:

* The majority of the swelling pressures recorded
at the rock/bentonite interface were in the
range of 0.2-1.4 MPa after 5 months and 1-2.5
MPa after 10 months, while most cells signalled
pressures in the interval 1.5-3 MPa after 15
months. After 20 months, when all the cells
except those at the front plug had reacted, the
corresponding range was about 2-5 MPa. We find
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that the recorded pressures were much lower than
the predicted minimum values for 5 months test-
ing time, while there was fair agreement between
measured pressures and predicted minimum pres-
sures for 15 months testing time. The values
measured after 20 months generally ranged bet-
ween the minimum and maximum predicted values.

* Except for the cell with Ref no 7, which was
located at the wet pegmatite zone, all cells in
the upper part of the plugs reacted slower and
gave lower pressures than most of the cells in
the lower part. The reason was very probably the
reported difficulties in applying the bentonite
blocks and fitting in bentonite powder in the
upper parts. The associated higher porosity
would explain the discrepancy in the rate of
maturation and build-up of swelling pressures.

* The cells at the sand/bentonite interface all
reacted at approximar.ely the same rate. After 5
months only 50 % of the cells gave any pressure,
while 70 % had reacted after 10 months, the
values ranging between 0.1 and 0.2 MPa with one
exception. After 15 months most values were
still in the interval of 0.1-0.2 MPa, while the
majority showed an increase to 0.2-0.3 MPa after
20 months. As expected, the slowest pressure
build-up and the lowest pressures were recorded
in the upper part of the plugs (Ref no 15, 16,
27 and 28). Here, the pressure did not exceed
about 0.1 MPa, while the maximum value deeper
down in the sand fill was 0.5 MPa at the end of
the test.

* A close analysis of the recorded values at the
rock/bentonite interface showed that the pres-
sure build-up was very irregular. In some in-
stances the pressure was rapidly developed and
then dropped, after which it again increased,
usually at a low rate. Several cells did not
become activated until after almost a year and
then indicated rapid and steady pressure build-
up. This clearly demonstrated that the wetting
and expansion was associated with fracturing and
displacement of the bentonite blocks. The strong
ability of the material to self-heal and become
homogeneous would ultimately bring the pressure/
time curves to merge into one narrow group. This
latter process was probably about to begin when
the test had to be terminated.

* The fact that the pressure build-up appeared to
have stagnated after about 18 months indicates
that the degree of saturation was rather high
and that the maturation rate exceeded the
predicted one.
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3.2.5 Displacement of the sand/benconite interface

A TV camera and a simple optical borehole inspec-
tion device were used a number of times to identify
the displacement of the sand/bentonite interface.
Since some adhesion of the clay to the plexiglass
tubes was assumed to take place, no exact informa-
tion of the displacement was expected. The measure-
ments, which could be made with an accuracy of at
least ±1 mm, gave the results in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4. Observed displacements of the sand/
bentonite interface. Average of observa-
tions at each plug

Time after onset Outer plug, Inner plug,
of test, months cm cm

5 3 3
10 5 4
15 6 5
20 7 5

The individual deviation from the average value at
each time of observation turned out to be less than
±0.5 cm, which indicated that the expansion of the
highly compacted bentonite was very uniform over
the entire sand/bentonite interface.

3.3 MEASUREMENTS AT THE EXCAVATION

3.3.1 General

According to the original plans the central steel
casing was going to be cut open at the termination
of the test &o that bentonite samples could be
taken for determination of the actual water content
distribution, and so that the exact displacement of
the sand/bentonite interface could be measured.
Also, a detailed investigation of the possible
penetration of clay from the expanding bentonite
into the voids of the sand fill was planned. This
latter study was not conducted, however, since
microscopic analyses of the interaction between the
coarse sand type and the clay in the Shaft Plugging
Test, that was terminated shortly before the present
test, had clearly demonstrated that the penetration
was totally negligible (1).

Access to the interior of the plug was obtained by
cutting 3 m long and about 1 m high openings in the
sides of the casing. The larger part of the sand
fill could then be excavated so that the bentonite
became available for sampling. The entire bentonite
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front surface was exposed at the outer plug, while
only its upper part was made available at the inner
plug- The excavation was made stepwise so that the
bentonite would not dry in the course of the almost
2 months long sampling operation. The lower, inner
part of the sand fill was not removed since the
clay sampling at the outer plug and at the upper
part of the inner plug gave a sufficiently complete
picture of the physical state of the bentonite.

A major observation at the sand excavation was that
the sand completely filled the space between the
plugs. Thus, no compaction of the loosely layered
sand under its own weight had taken place.

3.3.2 Clay sampling

Once the sand had been removed from the upper part
of the outer plug the sampling for water content
determination was started. As in the Buffer Mass
Test and Shaft Sealing Test systematic sampling was
required and several techniques were used. A
suitable way of taking somewhat larger samples than
in these earlier tests was to make "core drilling"
to about 5 cm dc?pth and then break up the clay by a
pneumatic spit so that the column-like clay cores
could be removed without difficulty (cf. Figs 3-10
and 3-11).

The sampling was confined to the bentonite that
surrounded the Gloetzl cells which were mounted
onto the rock. Plane, vertical surfaces at about 7-
10 cm mutual distance were exposed in the stepwise
excavation for sampling of a total clay volume of
about 0.15 m at each cell. This generally gave 8
sampling levels and from each level 30 to 50
samples were taken, i.e. about 250 to 400 samples
per cell. Sampling was made at all the cells of the
outer plug and at 4 cells of the inner plug. For
the sake of clarity only a fraction of the results
will be presented here, namely those of the cells
listed in Table 3-5. These cells were chosen
because they represented largely different swelling
pressures and rock conditions.
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Figure 3-10. Clay sampling procedure. Upper picture
shows the "core drilling", the lower
exposed clay cores prepared for samp-
ling
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Figure 3-11. Excavation stages. Upper picture
shows the clay surface before
sampling, the lower removal of clay by
use of a pneumatic spit. The latter
technique was used also for taking
samples
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Table 3-5. Gloetzl cells at which excavation was
conducted

Cell,
Ref no

Maximum swelling
pressure, MPa

Rock type

7
8
9
11
12
34
35

2.0
1.0
1.2
3.7
3.8
0.8
3.0

Pegmatite
Fracture-poor rock
Pegmatite
Fractured rock
Fracture-poor rock
Fracture-poor rock
Fractured rock

3.3.3 Water content distribution

3.3.3.4 Measurements

The water content values for each sampling level
were plotted so that "isomoisture" curves could be
derived as shown in Figs 3-12 to 3-26. These
figures are representative examples of the
evaluated moisture distributions, which will be
discussed for each individual excavation site.

Cell no 7

For this cell 4 sections are shown. Fig 3-12 repre-
sents the conditions just beyond the sand/bentonite
interface where the clay had absorbed much water
and displaced the sand. As expected, the water
content was high, ranging between about 70 and 120
%, which corresponds to a bulk density of approxi-
mately 1.4-1.6 t/m . The appearance of a stiffer,
less wet region close to the rock is explained by
wall friction, which prevented or delayed the
expansion.

Fig 3-13 illustrates the wetting stage about 25 cm
from the bentonite front. The clay contained a
"dry" spot with a water content of about 25 %, the
location of which indicates that wetting in general
took place from three sources: 1) the sand fill, 2)
the rock and 3) the concrete. At the rock there was
a wet and soft zone of clay with a bulk density of
only about 1.5 t/m3. The soft consistency indicates
that this space was not completely filled with
bentonite blocks at the application, while a solid
bentonite block was put in direct contact with the
pad of the cell. It is clear that the cell (G) did
not prevent water from migrating to this block, the
bulk density of which had become about 1.85 t/m .
This corresponds well to the recorded swelling
pressure 2 MPa.
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Figure 3-12. Water content distribution in a section
perpendicular to the rock close to the
sand/bentonite interface at Cell no 7
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Figure 3-13. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 7
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Fig 3-14 depicts the water content distribution
about 40 cm from the bentonite front, i.e. just
beyond the cell. Here, the bentonite was largely
water saturated with a density of about 1.9 t/m ,
i.e. slightly less than the predicted density at
complete water saturation. This stage was not
expected to be reached at such an early stage,
however, the discrepancy being explained by the
fact that the concrete had served as a water
source. No soft zone at the rock appeared here,
which suggests that the initial degree of bentonite
filling was high.

Fig 3-15 represents a section located about 10 cm
from the inner end of the recess. The significant
homogeneity and almost complete saturation
demonstrates that the water absorption rate was
much higher than predicted. The reason for this is
that there were three wet boundaries, namely the
rock as well as the end and side surfaces of the
recess.

A general conclusion concerning the conditions at
Cell no 7 is that the entire bentonite body had
become largely saturated with a water content rang-
ing between about 30 and 40 % in the larger part.
This shows that the bulk density had become lower
than expected which explains the relatively low
swelling pressure 2.0 MPa. The low density was
logically explained by the difficulty in filling
the recess effectively with bentonite blocks at the
installation. The bentonite had been effectively
wetted from the water-bearing pegmatite as well as
from the concrete.

Cell no 8

Fig 3-16 shows the water content distribution in
the clay in a cross section through the cell. It is
concluded that the clay was fully or largely satu-
rated at the two wet boundaries, i.e. the rock and
the concrete, while a large, central part of the
bentonite had a degree of saturation of
approximately 60-80 %. The slower wetting of the
bentonite at this cell than at Cell no 7 may partly
be explained by the very low frequency of fractures
and fissures in the rock at Cell no 8. The low
recorded swelling pressure 1.0 MPa is in accordance
with the incomplete saturation.

Cell no 9

Fig 3-17 illustrates the distribution of the water
content in the clay in a cross section through the
cell. The pattern is very similar to that of Cell
no 8 and is accordingly in good agreement with the
low recorded swelling pressure 1.2 MPa. The reason
for the low wetting rate is at least partly that
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the pegmatite dike here is not at all as water-
bearing as the one close to the crown of the drift.

Cell no 11

Fig 3-18 indicates that the bentonite was largely
saturated and significantly homogeneous at Cell no
11 and that the bulk density was relatively high,
i.e. about 1.95 t/m , which is also in fair agree-
ment with the recorded, relatively high swelling
pressure 3.7 MPa. The high density may be explained
by the fact that the pad of the cell and the con-
crete surface were parallel, by which the bentonite
blocks could be fitted together in a tight pattern.
This yielded insignificant swelling and fast water
uptake and development of reaction pressures, which
resulted in the high swelling pressure. It is no-
ticed that the concrete served as a water source in
addition to the rock which was rich in fractures at
this location. This contributed to the fast matura-
tion of the bentonite.

Cell no 12

Fig 3-19 indicates that the bentonite was uniformly
wetted and relatively homogeneous with a high
degree of water saturation. The density was about
2.0 t/m , which corresponds well with the recorded
swelling pressure 3.8 MPa. The reason for the high
density is the geometry of the bentonite-filled
space, as in the case of Cell no 11.

Cell no 34

Fig 3-20 demonstrates that the water content varied
in approximately the same way as at Cell no 8,
which would suggest a low swelling pressure. The
very irregular shape of the concrete probably led
to a porous and incomplete filling of bentonite
blocks and fragments, which suggests that reaction
pressures were mobilized at an even slower rate
than at Cell no 8. This in agreement with the low
swelling pressure 0.8 MPa.

Cell no 35

Fig 3-21 shows a water content pattern which is
very similar to the uniform distribution at Cell no
12, although the present water content values are
somewhat higher and the bulk density consequently
lower. The degree of homogeneity was rather high,
suggesting a fairly high swelling pressure,
especially since the geometrical conditions offered
a possibility of fitting in the bentonite blocks in
a tight fashion as at Cells no 11 and 12. The
recorded swelling pressure 3.0 MPa supports this
hypothesis.
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Figure 3-14. Watf»r content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface about 40 cm from the bentonite
front at Cell no 7
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Figure 3-15. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface close to the inner end of the
bentonite body at Cell no 7
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Figure 3-16. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 8
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Figure 3-17. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 9
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Figure 3-18. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 11
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Figure 3-19. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Coll no 12
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Figure 3-20. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 34
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Figure 3-21. Water content distribution in a
section perpendicular to the rock
surface at Cell no 35
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3.3.3.5 Conclusions

While the swelling pressures appeared to vary in a
largely random way at a first glance, a detailed
analysis showed that the varying pattern is ex-
plained by the different conditions at each cell:

* The degree of filling of the recess with bento-
nite blocks and fragments is the major determi-
nant of the swelling pressure because it con-
trols the bulk density. Thus, a complex geometry
makes it difficult to fit in blocks in a tight
pattern and this yields a high porosity and low
net bulk density, while a simple space with
parallel boundaries allows for a high degree of
filling.

* It appears that water migration was considerably
delayed in bentonite block fillings that con-
tained irregular, large voids and wide joints.
In well, fitting block systems like those at Cell
no 11, 12 and 35, the water uptake is governed
by the diffusion model, while the large swelling
of loosely arranged bentonite blocks or frag-
ments that is required to yield continuity in
the system is time-consuming and retards the
wetting, as in the case of Cells no 8, 9 and 34

* The frequency of fractures in the rock is not a
major factor for the rate of wetting when the
rock water pressure is high and when the clay is
effectively confined by the rock. However, for
porous bentonite fillings a faster wetting by
richly inflowing water from fractures will in-
crease the maturation rate

* In most cases, the water uptake process was not
disturbed by the pressure cells but in a few
instances it can be seen that they served as
shields and caused a slightly slower maturation
of the bentonite adjacent to the pads than
around them

* It was a surprise that the concrete served as an
effective water source for the clay since its
permeability and water retention capability are
usually considered to be similar to those of
moderately dense bentonite. The fact that the
concrete still behaved as a wet boundary
suggests that even high quality concrete has a
significant hydraulic conductivity. Possibly,
stress-induced fissuring and fracturing can have
taken place in the concrete, by which passages
for water may have been formed

* The experimentally determined high degree of
saturation of the bentonite is in good agreement
with the earlier conclusion that the swelling
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pressures appeared to approach a maximum value.
No further significant improvement in the seal-
ing ability of the bentonite could therefore be
expected even if the test had been extended over
a long period of time.

3.3.4 Displacement of the sand/bentonite interface

The displacement of the bentonite front was found
to be very uniform. It amounted to 10-12 cm in the
upper part of the outer plug and to 8-10 cm in the
lower part (Fig 3-22), which is in excellent agree-
ment with the predictions. The excavation also
showed that the expansion of the bentonite had not
only moved the sand/bentonite front forwards, it
had also displaced the sand laterally, "'-ound the
corner" as shown in Pig 3-23. This fabulous
behavior is a good indication of the property of
dense highly compacted Na bentonite to expand iso-
tropically.

Figure 3-22. Appearance of the expanded bentonite,
Some sand grains stick to the clay
surface
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 GENERAL ASPECTS

The strong sealing ability of highly compacted
bentonite was obvious in the Borehole and Shaft
Sealing Tests, which involved application of rather
carefully prepared bentonite blocks that were
arranged in a tight fashion. The practical diffi-
culties in getting the same well-fittinq block
arrangement in the Tunnel Sealing Test resulted in
strong local variations in density but the sealing
power of the bentonite was still very substantial.
This demonstrates the usefulness and practicality
of this sealing technique, meaning that the first
question on page 6 got a positive answer. The
question concerning the validity of the BMT model
for water uptake was certainly answered positively,
and that concerning piping and erosion of the clay
got the answer that no such effects appeared. This
means that only the points concerning the sealing
effect of swelling pressures and penetration of
clay into fractures remain to be answered and they
will be considered in this chapter. It has an
introduction which is pertinent to the whole pro-
ject, namely a short description of the detailed
hydration and expansion processes, which yield
matured clay of various density that has been found
to serve as a very effective seal in all the Stripa
tests.

4.2 HYDRATION AND SWELLING

4.2.1 Smectite/water association

The exact nature of the uptake of water by the
smectite mineral montmorillonite is still not com-
pletely understood since this process is very much
dependent on the crystal lattice constitution of
this mineral, of which there are two possible ver-
sions (Fig 4-1). The hydration of the Edelman &
Favejee structure has been explained by Forslind et
al (7) as the formation of an ice-like water
lattice that grows from the protruding hydroxyls of
the basal planes when the interlamellar cations are
monovalent and small (Li and Na) and when the
temperature is below about 100°C. A number of
metastable and stable states of the H-bonded
lattice may thereby be established. This model,
which has received considerable support in recent
years, offers an explanation also of the chemical
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changes that are associated with heating ("beidel-
litization"). This latter matter has been treated
in some detail in the final BMT report (8).

The wetting of the Hofmann, Endell & Wilm struc-
ture, which is conventionally referred to, is asso-
ciated with the hydration of interlamellar cations.
When wetting is initiated, water is first assumed
to be distributed over external surfaces of stacks
of lamellae ("domains") and then to yield succes-
sive hydration of the interlamellar space.

Like in the case of the Edelman & Favejee model,
interlamellar water lattices may be established on
wetting of the Hofmann, Endell f, Wilm structure but
the spatial arrangement of the water molecules is
largely determined by the position of interlamellar
exchangeable cations, which in turn depends on the
location of the deficit of positive clay lattice
charge. The orientation and mutual interaction of
the water molecules as well as their association
with the interlamellar cations and the crystal
lattice are altered in the successive build-up of
interlamellar hydrates, the expected degree of
ordering being low, particularly of the second and
third hydrates. The Hofmann, Endell & Wilm struc-
ture is assumed to be valid at temperatures exceed-
ing about 100°C. Thus, a temperature increase in a
repository from a few centigrades to 100°C is
expected to yield a contraction of the montmorillo-
nite stacks and an associated growth of voids,
whereby the hydraulic conductivity and creep rate
of the clay increase significantly.

0A|

Figure 4-1. The two montmorillonite versions
Left: The Hofmann, Endell & Wilm
structure
Right: The Edelman & Favejee structure
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Recent investigations indicate that expansion from
a condensed state of the montmorillonite stacks,
like that of the air-dry highly compacted blocks of
MX-80 bentonite, proceeds to a maximum interlamel-
lar distance corresponding to three water molecule
layers, and that further swelling is produced by
separation of the expanded stacks by which double-
layer interaction takes place at their interfaces
(Fig 4-2). This leads to reorientation and partial
splitting of the stacks and growth of pores so that
the swelling clay forms a very soft gel, which is
the character of the front part of the bentonite
that penetrates into fractures (Fig 4-3). The
latter figure demonstrates that the groups of
flakes form a regular honeycomb-like pattern with
no large pores, which explains why the hydraulic
conductivity under fresh-water conditions is rela-
tively low, i.e. 10" -10" m/s even when the densi-
ty is as low as 1.1-1.3 t/m . We conclude from
this, that fractures into which Na montmorillonite
has penetrated, as in the various Stripa sealing
tests, become virtually impermeable even if the
gel density is very low. Detailed, recent analyses
of the physical state of Na montmorillonite pore-
water are given in (9).

As to the hydration and homogenization of blocks of
highly compacted bentonite which are confined, the
dense granules consisting of aligned smectite
flakes expand and yield a largely homogeneous
microstructure with only very few wide continuous
pores. The general pattern of stacks of parallel
flakes is preserved as long as the bulk density
does not drop below about 1.8-1.9 t/m (Fig 4-4).

Figure 4-2. Microstructure of Na smectite clay at
low bulk densities. State A is assumed
to result from expansion from denser
states, while state B is most probable
for sediments formed by successive
association of discrete particles
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Figure 4-3. Transmission electron micrograph of
ultrathin section of commercial sodium
bentonite (GEKO/QI) expanded to a

4. /-idensity of about 1.3 t/m in water
saturated state. The section is illu-
strated in the tactoid-type structure
suggested for water-rich clays (10)

Figure 4-4. Schematic particle arrangement in
highly compacted Na bentonite granu-
les. Left picture: powder grains in
air-dry state. Right picture: "homoge-
neous" state after saturation and
particle redistribution

A=particle aggregate, a=large
interparticle void, b=small inter-
particle void, c=interlamellar space
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4.2.2 Clay/rock interaction

4.2.2.1 Processes at the rock/bentonite interface

In all the sealing tests in Stripa, blocks of
highly compacted Na bentonite were applied rela-
tively close to but usually not in direct contac
with the rock. The general physical model of v- -c
uptake and swelling for such constellations, - \ch
was derived in the evaluation of the Buffer »iss
Test, has the following main features: WJ'CC ini-
tially flowing from fractures causes re. •>-. x local
swelling of the bentonite which blocks ne inflow
openings and force water to follow " ond order"
fissures. They in turn become seal'' " '".y which water
is directed to flow through the f yst passages
like fine fissures and incomplete crystal contacts.

The detailed process is that shown in Fig 4-5. The
first stage is the imbibition of water and growth
of a soft clay gel that fills up the space between
the rock and the yet not wetted, dense bentonite.
The second stage is the migration of water from the
rock through the soft gel into the dense bentonite
in which a high porewater tension is set up. The
bentonite expands successively and exerts an in-
creased pressure on the soft gel which consoli-
dates. Ultimately, a homogeneous and fully satu-
rated dense clay mass is formed.

Figure 4-5,

.••••C:

:•' C

r'. c

i-1mm

Schematic picture of clay penetration
into the rock matrix and formation of
a tight clay/rock contact, a) Clay
blocks in position, starting point,
b) Early stage of expansion, c) Final
stage with integrated clay (c) and
crystal matrix (R). W represents
water, C bentonite, and R rock
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When the initial rock/bentonite fitting is rela-
tively good, as in the case of borehole plugs and
plugs in raise-drilled shafts, the initial stage
lasts for a short time only. This is illustrated by
the Buffer Mass Test which indicated that swelling
pressures built up by initiation of the consolida-
tion process were significant already a few weeks
after the onset of the wetting, the free space
between the rock and clay blocks being about 10 mm.
The fit between the rock and the bentonite blocks
and fragments was not at all as good in the Tunnel
Plugging Test and the consolidation of the soft
boundary zone was therefore slower at several
cells, the most obvious example being Cell no 7
(Fig 3-13).

Even where there were still significant differences
in water content and hence incomplete homogeniza-
tion at the excavation, the initial joints between
the individual bentonite blocks could not be seen.
Fig 4-6, which was taken at the rock/bentonite
interface in the upper part of the tunnel, illu-
strates the absence of discontinuities and it also
shows how completely the expanded bentonite con-
tacts the rock, leaving no openings at the inter-
face.

Figure 4-6. Typical appearance of the rock/
bentonite interface at the end of the
test. The contact is complete and no
joints or discontinuities can bo seen
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Short diameter c=1.5xlO m c=1.5xlO~'

Itl

a=1.0 m
c=10"4m

Figure 4-7. Schematic cross section through rock
model with stochastically varied frac-
ture geometry (11). Example with iso-
tropically loaded element

4.2.3 Effect of swelling pressure on the hydraulic
conductivity of the rock

There is no generally accepted theory or model for
calculating the influence of the normal stress on
the permeability of rock fractures, and the matter
is continuously worked on in many countries. Preli-
minary calculations have been made using a simple
model of ellipsoid-type voids simulating natural
fractures (Fig 4-7 and 4-8) and literature-derived
relationships between normal pressure and fracture
aperture (10). As concluded from Chapter 2.3.3 and
Fig 2-15 it is obvious that mainly the steep frac-
ture termed I and equally oriented ones in the
northern and southern tunnel walls at the outer
plug can be affected by a swelling pressure exerted
on the rock. Taking the swelling pressure to be 2.7
MPa as an average (Cells no 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13)
and assuming that complete release of the normal
stress had been caused by the excavation process,
we find by applying the afore-mentioned model that
the aperture would be reduced by about 10-30 % and
the conductivity by at least 50 % due to the swell-
ing pressure. According to the predictions, the
total leakage through the steeply oriented frac-
tures in the tunnel walls and tunnel floor amounts



to about 50 % of the total leakage. Assuming that
the steep fractures in the tunnel walls are
responsible for half of this leakage we then find
that the pressure-induced reduction by 50 % reduces
the total leakage by only 10-15 %. This suggests
that the large part of the 60 % reduction of the
total leakage was caused by the sealing of the peg-
matite zone. The deductions in the subsequent chap-
ter illustrate that this may well have been the
case.

Figure 4-8. Photograph illustrating the fractue
connectivity of the 3D model
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4.2.4 Effect of clay penetration into fractures and pores
in the rock

Laboratory tests as well as the Buffer Mass Test
and the Borehole and Shaft plugging tests have
shown that Na bentonite penetrates fractures which
are wider than about 0.1 mm. The clay penetration
depth is very small in such narrow fractures and
the r^te of migration retards rapidly, while frac-
tures which are wider than a few tenths of a milli-
meter get filled with a rather dense clay gel to a
depth of several centimeters in a year. A number of
steep and subhorizontal natural fractures including
the upper pegmatite zone had their apertures
widened by the blasting so that they effectively
let water through in the early part of the test.
This was particularly obvious for the pegmatite
where crystals could easily be removed from the
loose matrix, the depth of the most severe disinte-
gration probably being only a few centimeters. The
estimated hydraulic conductivity of this disturbed
zone may well have been similar to that of sandy
silt, i.e. 10~ -10~ m/s. It appeared to have been
rather effectively sealed by penetrating clay as
evidenced by Fiq 4-9. It shows a thin section
micrograph of an epoxy-treated pegmatit" sample
that had been in contact with the high'.- compacted
bentonite. This bentonite, of which s ™ traces are
seen (HCB) at the outer boundary, war ^rioved and
replaced by epoxy. Clay had moved in tie approxi-
mately 0.15 mm wide major fracture a -» formed a
continuous, rather dense but heteroc'r e >us gel (B)
that must have sealed it effectively. Tie hetero-
geneity of the gel may have resulted .:< om water
that percolated the pegmatite under <ie prevailing
high hydraulic gradients. The fact t at the pene-
tration depth is small indicates, Y -. ever, that the
major sealing effect of the clay is .hat it creates
a perfect, inter finger ing contact wj. .h the crystal
matrix of the type shown in Fig 4-5.
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,HCB

Figure 4-9, Micrograph of 30 ym thin section of
epoxy-embedded pegmatite sample. The
light-grey parts are quartz crystals
while the speckled upper part is the
epoxy. The black fillings are clay.
Polarized light, 40x magnification.
Photo by Mikael Erlström, SGAB, Lund

4.3 FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF PLUG FUNCTION

4.3.1 Additional sealing effects

The experience from the Shaft Plugging Test offers
a natural way of improving the sealing power of a
plug of the presently investigated type. Thus,
particularly if the tunnel is excavated by full-
face drilling technique an efficient additional
sealing effect would be obtained by cutting a slot
around the perimeter and filling it with blocks of
highly compacted bentonite. This would cut off
fractures that are subparallel to the tunnel axis
and that may tend to be expanded in a highly aniso-
tropic primary stress field (Fig 4-10). Clay injec-
tion can be made radially from the slots as shown
by the same figure. The function of the slots and
the groutings is to truncate shallow, axially
oriented fractures in the rock and thereby make the
water flow through less permeable and more tortuous
passages deeper in the rock.

The individual steps in the construction of such a
plug would be analoguous to those described in Fig
1-3. Thus, a general procedure would be as shown in
Fig 4-11.
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ZONE OF
CRUSHED ROCK

SLOT AROUND
THE PERIPHERY

BOREHOLES
FOR GROUTING DRILLED
RADIALLY IN THE SLOTS

Figure 4-10. Schematic picture of casing equipped
with bentonite plugs in slots at the
ends to prevent water inflow from
strongly water-bearing rock zone. Pre-
grouting in spoke-type distributed
boreholes extending from the slots
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Procedure:

1 Slot is cut
and holes
drilled for
grouting

2 Grouting is
made and cas-
ing installed

3 Bentonite
blocks, frag-
ments and powder
are applied bet-
ween casing and
rock (rapid
swelling at the
water-bearing
zone)

4 Extension of
casing, comple-
tion of slot-
filling and
casting of
concrete support

Figure 4-11. Axial section of tunnel illustration
possible arrangements and procedures
in plugging tunnels so that passage-
through is allowed for. A) Pervious
rock-zone, B) Bentonite blocks, C)
Steel casing, D) Concrete, R) Tempora-
ry steel form, F) Boreholes for grout-
ing

4.3.2 Grouting of selected fractures

The conclusion in Chapter 3.2.2.3 that the major
part of the leakage in the latest stage of the test
took place through the steeply oriented sets of
fractures in the tunnel floor suggests that a sig-
nificant reduction in leakage would be obtained if
these fractures were sealed. This hypothesis was
tested after terminating the high-pressure test
sequence but immediately before the casing was cut
open for the sampling.
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The sealing was made by applying a simple version
of a grouting technique, "dynamic injection", that
has been developed within the SKD research program
(12). The groutinq was made with Li-converted
bentonite with a water content of about 500 %, the
location of the boreholes and intended spread of
grout being illustrated in Fig 4-12.

^•iiJ;

HCB

wigure 4-12. Schematic picture of sealing of major
rock fractures I-V. Holes 1-5 were
drilled for grouting, the thick black
zones indicating the expected spread
of the injected grout
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After grouting, the water pressure was increased
stepwise from 250 kPa, which had been maintained
daring the treatment, to 3 MPa and the leakage
measured and compared to what it was just before
the grouting. It was thereby observed that the
leakage was reduced by more than 50 % at pressures
lower than 2 MPa, while the sealing effect was
lower at higher pressures. If we consider that the
leakage was approximately 30-40 1/h at 0.75-1.25
MPa pressure early in the major test (cf. Fig 3-4)
and that this flow dropped to about 20 1/h at 1 MPa
pressure just before the grouting, we see that the
net leakage of about 7 1/h after the grouting
implies that this treatment had been successful. A
major conclusion from the entire field study is
therefore that if suitable techniques can be deve-
loped to identify and effectively seal discrete,
water-bearing fractures in the rock adjacent to
dense Na bentonite plugs, their sealing function
can be extended to cover a large rock volume. Such
development would be a natural goal for the planned
third phase of the Stripa project.
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APPENDICES

Comment

Photographic copies of a set of major drawings
prepared for the construction work are given here.
The *ext has not been translated from Swedish since
possible practical use in countries other than USA,
Canada and Great Britain will probably require
translation to the respective language.
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